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“Cause and Effect” – Are you causing your life to happen as you would like it to be, or are
you subject to the effects and forces of outside influence? Learn how to use Mind Dynamics
to create a positive environment for yourself and those around you. Experience the often lost
“magic” of creating what you want. In this breakthrough workshop, you will be offered a
definitive opportunity to shift from being controlled by outside forces into creating your life
exactly the way you want it to be.

QUESTION: What Do You Mean By Cause And Effect?
ANSWER: "Cause and effect" is one of the fundamental laws of physics and also of our lives.
Every event causes an effect, and every effect becomes the cause of another effect. Most
people do not know that doing nothing is actually the cause of many unwanted effects – we
cannot escape this natural law. The question is, do we let ourselves be controlled by the
effects of unrecognized causes in our lives or do we take responsibility, become the cause
and create the life we truly want?

QUESTION: Can You Give Me Another Example of "Cause And Effect"?
ANSWER: Yes, of course – let us say that your father or mother told you when you were very
young that you couldn't do anything right…this statement was imprinted in your subconscious
and it caused your life to be about feeling you could not truly do anything right or it caused
you to become a perfectionist, always trying to prove otherwise, to the mental image of your
parents, that you are indeed a good boy or a good girl…cause and effect…
Most seem to live subject to effects caused by largely unrecognized external events…the
economy, the traffic, mean parents, a poor relationship, not enough money, boredom, not
enough time to do what one needs to do…so that their lives become a continuous reaction to
these events – these people are not truly free in their lives; they are trapped in their selfcreated environment. Our programs teach how this happens and offers participants a way to
stop living subservient to the effects of unrecognized external causal events in life. Learn to
create the life you truly want…through our highly challenging but enlightening program.
The choice is yours – living “out of control” subjected to the effects of external causal events
you haven't recognized or understood in this world, or living your life to its fullest, creating
exactly what you really want.
We invite you to join us at www.coachingprofessors.com and learn how to empower yourself
to live the life you want – no longer controlled by the effects of unrecognized causal factors
determined by others or outside events. You can empower yourself through our online
programs. Attending our programs has now become easy and convenient.

